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DOK 1 Matters 
[Learning How to Learn]





"It's mostly a myth that you can develop 
critical thinking skills without a base of 
factual knowledge. Reasoning, logic — all of 
those are interwoven with, and 
dependent upon, knowing facts. The 
more factual knowledge you have, 
the more ability the brain will have 
to do that higher-level thinking."











www.retrievalpractice.org

http://www.retrievalpractice.org


How Memory Works 
[How Learning Works]



….start with the brain
If you want to understand how people learn... 



Sensory Memory lasts a few seconds; 99% of input immediately discarded; the 1% 
we choose to pay attention to is encoded into working memory

Working



Working Memory can hold and manipulate 5-9 chunks of info simultaneously for 20 
seconds; up to 20 min with enough mindless repetition or cramming

Cognitive Overload 
Theory

Working



Long-Term Memory can store an unlimited amount of info for an infinite period of 
time; must connect to existing stored knowledge & be periodically activated to be retained

Working



Learning is the act of transferring knowledge and skills from working memory into 
long-term memory so it can be retrieved and applied when needed

Working



Prefrontal Cortex: working memory

Amygdala: emotional

Cerebellum & Basal Ganglia: procedural 

Hippocampus: declarative

Cortex: long term storage (by type)

Info moved from long-term storage 
to working memory when needed





New memory traces are fragile, but can be 
strengthened by repeated activation of the neural 
network that contains them.





Synaptic Plasticity

the ability of a synapse to physically change 
and become more efficient at conducting impulses 

as a result of learning



Repeated signals sent 
between networked 
neurons →

More neurotransmitters

More receptors

More proteins

More efficient impulse 
transmission

Larger, thicker dendrites

Stronger synapses

More recall → faster, 
easier recallBEFORE ACTIVATION AFTER ACTIVATION



We can actually see these physical changes happening!



Neural networks, which represent chunks of learned 
information, are “use it or lose it”



4 Keys to 
Making it Stick



Neural networks are made physically stronger 
through repeated activation using retrieval practice

Retrieval practice is the act of unassisted recall 
(bringing previously learned info to mind)



Retrieval 
practice is 
even more 
powerful 
when you 

build in 
desirable 

difficulties 
such as 

spacing and 
interleaving





Retrieval Practice

Working

unassisted recall



Using shorter, more frequent retrieval practice sessions 
● 1 hr on 5 days → better retention than 5 hrs on 1 day

Spacing

Gradually increase time 
between retrieval sessions
● Some forgetting → more 

struggle → more strength



Interleaving

● Mixing up closely related topics 

● Requires discrimination 
between similar 
strategies/facts

● Feels harder, but  
works better than 
chunking (after initial 
instruction)







Feedback-Driven Metacognition

● Correct or incorrect?

● If incorrect, why?

● Where are my gaps?

● Better understanding of 
content 

● Better awareness of their 
personal level of mastery



Classroom 
Strategies

[Big Ideas]
 



Strategy Criteria

➔ Fast 

➔ Flexible 

➔ Low or no prep

➔ No grading

➔ No anxiety

➔ Incorporates all 4 keys



Recall must be 
unassisted 
for retrieval 

practice to work





Classroom 
Strategies

[First 5 / Mid-Lesson] 



Brain Dumps
Pause your lesson.

Ask students to write down everything they can remember 
from the lesson so far (or from a previous lesson). 

○ Be specific with your prompt

○ Have students compare their brain 
dump to their partner’s, add 
missing items

○ Give a time limit

Continue the lesson.

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2017/free-recall


Two Things
At any point during a lesson, stop and have students 
write down two things about a specific prompt:

● What are two things you learned so far today about...?

● What are two things you learned yesterday 
(or last week) about...?

● What are two things you'd like to 
learn more about?

● What are two ways today's topic 
relates to previous topics?

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/two-things


2-Column Quizzes

Students set up paper 

Teacher gives questions/prompt

Students write answers from 
memory on the left

Give permission to open 
book/notes

On the right, students add to or 
modify left side answers 

My Brain My Notes

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/cognitive-scientists-teaching?rq=mccabe


2-Color Quizzes
3/2/2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3/3/2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3/4/2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Students set up paper 

Teacher gives questions/prompt

Students respond from 
memory 

Teacher gives correct answers, 
explains, surveys class

Students fix incorrect answers 
using a different color pen

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/cognitive-scientists-teaching?rq=mccabe


Oral Quizzes
Students work in small 
groups to learn parts or 
processes
Students signal when ready 
by putting “red cups up”

Teacher quizzes each 
student verbally on vocab, 
concepts, applications

If they pass, group is 
cleared to move on



Classroom 
Strategies
[Test Review] 



Beat the Clock / Carousel Brain Dump
Divide class into groups of 3-5.
Place poster paper or large whiteboards around the 
room. Write a topic on each one.
Send groups to stations.

Give students 30 sec to write everything they know 
about that topic. 
Call for groups to rotate.
Repeat until all groups have 
been to all stations.

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2019/6/26/crowdsource-learning?rq=big%20picture


Big Basket Quizzes
Put all the questions from daily quizzes throughout the week 
AND questions from previous weeks into a big basket (one 
question per slip of paper).

Randomly choose 10 questions and have students write 
down their responses (without notes). Give correct answers 
and discuss.

Put the 10 questions back in the 
big basket and choose another 10 
questions randomly for the next 
class period.



Fishbowl Game
Write past and current topics on slips of paper and put 
them in a fishbowl or hat, or use a digital list where 
topics are numbered.

Have a student draw a slip or 
choose a number randomly.

Have all students think-write-
pair-share before giving the 
answer & choosing the next topic. 

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/4/20/interleaving-is-a-roll-of-the-dice-and-thats-a-good-thing?rq=dice


Fishbowl Game - Lightning Round
Write past and current topics on slips of paper and put 
them in a fishbowl or hat, or use a digital list where 
topics are numbered.
Have one student call out 10 concepts from the list 
at random for a specified period of time, with 
brief pauses between prompts.

Have all students retrieve (without notes)
and write down their answers.
At the end of the round, give answers.

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/4/20/interleaving-is-a-roll-of-the-dice-and-thats-a-good-thing?rq=dice


Dice Game

Students form small groups

Teacher prepares a handout with a list of similar vocab 
words, math problems, related concepts. etc.

One student rolls a die (or dice if >6 items on the list)
The student who rolls, retrieves (responds to the prompt 
with the corresponding number on the list)

The other students provide feedback

A new student is chosen to roll the dice.

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/4/20/interleaving-is-a-roll-of-the-dice-and-thats-a-good-thing?rq=dice


Hold-Ups

Teacher projects multiple choice or 
true/false question

Students respond by holding up a 
card (without consulting notes)

Teacher reveals the correct answer, 
explains, asks follow-up questions



Test Review Circles
Level 2 & 3 questions projected 

Inner circle responds first
Outer circle contributes when 
inner circle is done

Switch roles and repeat 
with next question

Partners High 5, say thank 
you. Then outer circle rotates, 
introduces themselves to new 
partner.



Retrieval Tic-Tac-Toe
Project tic-tac-toe board

Split class into 2 teams

Students write question on 
index card, give to team rep

Team A rep stands at front, 
chooses and asks question

Team B answers; places X 
or O if correct

Switch & repeat

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2019/1/30/retrieval-tic-tac-toe-a-no-stakes-no-anxiety-game-for-retrieval-practice?rq=tic%20tac


Retrieval Grids
Teacher creates table with prompts for retrieval practice 
(handout)

Each column = similar 
topic, different spacing

Students complete on 
their own, w/out notes

Teacher gives correct
answers (or students 
look up)

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2018/9/28/retrieval-grids?rq=retrieval%20grids


Power Tickets
Teacher gives a blank copy of the power ticket to each student, 
announces topics

Students write 3 
facts about each 
topic 

Students compare 
responses w/a 
partner, adds facts

Teacher reviews answers 



Flashcards Done Right
Retrieve
● Look at the prompt and say the answer it out loud before 

flipping the card over instead of thinking “of course I know 
it” and flipping the card over prematurely. 

Re-order
● Shuffle the card deck each 

time you go through.

Repeat
● Keep cards in the deck until 

you’ve correctly retrieved it 3x. 

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2019/11/18/flashcards?rq=flashcards
http://www.adamlputnam.com/uploads/8/3/5/6/83563830/tauber_et_al._2017.pdf


Flash Forward
Ask your students, "If you could remember one thing 
about [insert topic/unit/course name] 10 years from 
now, what would it be and why?"

Collect responses on a written 
entry or exit ticket, via FlipGrid 
in 30 seconds or less, or 
during think-pair-share.

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2019/11/11/watch-flash-forward?rq=flash%20forward


Classroom 
Strategies

[High Tech/High Prep] 



Tech Tools for Retrieval Practice

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/strategies/2019/6/19/tech?rq=tech%20tools


● Dual coding
● Retrieval practice
● Spaced repetition
● Interleaving
● Explain & elaborate
● Teach it to learn it
● Embrace errors

 Leverage the Power of Canvas!

Canvas makes it 
especially easy to give 
kids opportunities to do 
these



Randomization = Major Game Changer
Quick & Easy Creation 

of Randomized 
Practice/Quizzes/Tests

Every student, every attempt → 
completely different test, not just 

the same questions in a new order
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1 set current info / 1 set throwback

Study Sets: 1 x 20          2 x 10=



Easy Differentiated 
Instruction!

Ungraded quiz
5-questions

Open always
Single topic

Practice By Topic



@ Home
Level 1-2 

(Study Sets)

@ School
Level 2-4

Explain
Elaborate

Predict
Analyze
Integrate
Evaluate

Apply



Results



Study 
Set Test
(Level 
1-2)

Short 
Answer 

Test
(Level 
2-4)



Resources



For Teachers



Books
College Smart: How to Succeed in College Using the Science of Learning
How to Learn: Effective Study and Revision Methods for Any Course
A Guide to Effective Studying and Learning: Practical Strategies from the Science of Learning
Understanding How We Learn: A Visual Guide
Make it Stick: The Science of Successful Learning (download our free resources!)

Blogs 
The Learning Scientists, particularly their blogs on note-taking with laptops vs. handwriting, studying 
while listening to music, flashcards, and FAQs

Downloads
Five Popular Study Strategies: Their Pitfalls & Optimal Implementations
Optimizing Learning in College: Tips From Cognitive Psychology
What Works and What Doesn't in Scientific American

Videos & Podcasts
Podcast by NPR Life Kit: How to Succeed at College
Podcast episodes by the Learning Scientists
Our YouTube playlist of study strategy videos

Fo
r S

tu
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s

https://amzn.to/2NBwIbq
https://amzn.to/2UdsR5S
https://amzn.to/2LiSMWN
https://amzn.to/2ZwBR79
http://amzn.to/2lc7SCd
https://www.retrievalpractice.org/make-it-stick
http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2019/2/21-1
http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2016/11/10-1
http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2016/11/10-1
https://www.learningscientists.org/search?q=flashcards
http://www.learningscientists.org/faq
http://people.tamu.edu/~w-arthur/302/Miyatsu%20et%20al%20%282018%29%20PPS,%20five%20popular%20study%20strategies%20--%20pitfalls%20and%20optimal%20implementation.pdf
http://psychnet.wustl.edu/memory/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Putnam-et-al-2016_PPS.pdf
http://www.md.utoronto.ca/sites/default/files/What_works%2C_What_doesn%27t.pdf
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510353/how-to-get-the-most-out-of-college
http://www.learningscientists.org/podcast-episodes
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLovQVsmTEja-DWcv5ACdBFRbo5tBiO_P7



